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Sight And Sound 

Since the introduction of the first
“talkie,” sound and image have been linked
together as equal partners in the cinematic
presentation. In a movie theatre, the loud-
speakers are placed behind a perforated
screen, and they are equalized to provide
the target response curve. In home the-
atres, the vast majority of people opt for a
solution that isn’t optimal by utilizing a non-
perforated screen and a center channel
loudspeaker. This is a dramatic compro-
mise as most center channel loudspeakers,
even those that are “timbre matched,” don’t
stack up to the corresponding left and right
loudspeakers in the system. By the time
you add in the disparity in heights of the
tweeters, the different cabinet, and the fact
that you don’t have uniform wall spaces
behind each loudspeaker, you generally
end up with a situation where the center
channel isn’t up to par.

Acoustically transparent screens for the
home theatre have been on the market for
some time, and the major manufacturers
offer them in a variety of materials. The
most common method for creating an
acoustically transparent screen is to use a
metal tool to perforate an existing fabric to

allow sound to pass through the material.
Screen Research uses a different approach,
using a specifically woven fabric rather than
the perforating technique to produce their
acoustically transparent screen. Screen
Research offers a complete line of fixed,
motorized, fixed with masking, and motor-
ized with masking projection screens, all of
which feature acoustical transparency as
their central design feature.

Gain Without Power?

One of the apparent contradictions to
those unfamiliar with screen measuring
techniques is the concept of screen gain.
Screens are passive devices, yet there is
routine reference to gains greater than 1.0.
So either the Law of Conservation of Energy
(Mass/Energy if you’re being very particu-
lar) is being violated or the concept of unity
gain (1.0) isn’t quite what it is in other areas.
The good news is that the latter is the case.

The question then becomes, what is 1.0
gain? The reference 1.0 gain material is
magnesium carbonate, which tends to scat-
ter light equally in all directions. So how do
we get above 1.0 gain from a screen? The
screen focuses the light into a preferred
viewing cone. In that preferred viewing
cone, the screen’s light output is brighter
than that of magnesium carbonate. The
higher the gain, the brighter it is. The trade-
off here is that the higher the gain (generally
speaking), the smaller that cone is.
Methods that can be used to increase gain
include the introduction of either a silver
substrate or glass beads into the material,
both of which increase the gain and direc-
tionality of the screen.

The late science fiction writer Robert
Heinlein used the acronym TANSTAAFL—
There Ain't No Such Thing As A Free
Lunch—and this applies to most things in
life. What do you give up when you get
gain? Once you start going outside of the

“The fact of the matter is that the
ClearPix2 fabric in front of a 
loudspeaker is well nigh 
undetectable.”

General
Gain: .95 (White)
Viewing Angle: 160°
Audio Performance: ± 1dB of loudspeaker
response 20-20kHz, 1dB of overall attenuation 

Price (as tested; 80” Width, Electric Drop Down):
$4,825

Screen Research ClearPix2 (ISF and THX
certified) models start at $1,425.

Manufactured In France By:
Screen Research
Rue du Finistere
ZAC Erdre Active
44240 La Chapelle sur Erdre
France
Tel: +33 (0) 2 40 77 87 89
Fax: +33 (0) 2 40 77 86 78
www.screenresearch.com

Distributed In The USA By:
St. John Group, Inc.
4396 Saddlestone Dr.
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: 877 588 0075
Fax: 360 647 1087
www.StJohnGroup.com

SPECIFICATIONSJohn Kotches

preferred viewing cone, light output drops
dramatically. TANSTAAFL.

Another detail that’s very important is the
concept of “hotspotting.” In a projection
screen, “hotspotting” is a location on the
screen where the screen imparts a signa-
ture onto the image in terms of color tem-
perature. Any screen, regardless of gain
level, can hotspot. This issue is not specific
to screens with gain, but the higher in gain
the screen goes, the higher the likelihood of
hotspotting.

In addition, screens can impart a color
shift to the image. This occurs when the
reflectivity of the screen favors a particular
primary at the expense of others. More
often than not, this will be a blue shift,
where the blue primary is slightly favored at
the expense of the red and green primaries. A
proper calibration from the screen is capable
of removing the color shift; but this is at the
expense of overall projector output. This is
sometimes referred to as “scrubbing lumens.”
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screen’s influence is so minimal that it
makes no real difference to my conclusions
in audio reviews. Even test tones are indis-
tinguishable across the front soundstage on
my identical Fontaine IIs, with the screen up
or down, and only a 1.0 dB bump accounts
for the screen’s presence when it is retract-
ed. I should note that only the center
Fontaine II resides behind the screen. I
could write a few paragraphs, pulling out a
few audiophile clichés for you to read, but
in the end it would be merely typing prac-
tice for me and page filler for you to sort
through. The fact of the matter is that the
ClearPix2 fabric in front of a loudspeaker is
well nigh undetectable save for the slight
drop in level.

Conclusion

Screen Research’s ClearPix2 lineup of
screens is a superb solution for those who
desire an acoustically transparent screen
without wanting to add additional compo-
nents to their system to maintain linear fre-
quency response. In addition, its outstand-
ing video accuracy makes it ideal for
videophiles who can work with a near unity
gain material. The one weakness of the

ClearPix2 screen is its lack of gain. This will
limit the product’s audience to those with
small to medium-sized screen requirements,
or those with projectors that are on the
brighter side. With projectors tending to get
brighter over time, an investment in a near
unity gain screen isn’t as crazy as it might
sound at first. You are likely to upgrade to a
brighter projector in the future, but you can
invest just once in a very high quality
screen that will last you for several projec-
tors. Were I not building a new theatre in my
new house, I’m certain that this would be
the case for me. ■■
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Pitfalls Of Pits

One of the more serious concerns is the
question, what is “acoustically transparent?”
That’s a valid question to ask and one that
should be asked of every acoustically trans-
parent screen manufacturer. Clearly it
should allow sound to pass with a minimum
of interference. Ideally, it shouldn’t require
external equalization, and it should mini-
mize any loudspeaker/screen interactions,
which manifest themselves as comb-filtering
artifacts, among other things.

That’s all well and good, but what is
comb-filtering anyway? A textbook definition
of comb-filtering would be rather boring to
read, but it breaks down to this: comb-filter-
ing is a result of constructive and destruc-
tive interaction between a loudspeaker and
a boundary. In this context, anything that is
not a direct path, including an “acoustically
transparent” screen, is considered a bound-
ary. No screen is perfectly transparent
acoustically. The varying path lengths
between sound traveling straight through an
unimpeded perforation and reflections off
the perforations creates interference, caus-
ing peaks and nulls in the frequency
response that are different from the other
boundary effects experienced by the loud-
speaker in the room. Because the path
length variations are relatively small, these
response aberrations are more pronounced
the higher in frequency you go.

If you were to look at the results of
comb-filtering using a frequency sweep on
an oscilloscope or a spectrum analyzer,
what you would see for a frequency
response would look quite a bit like the

teeth of a comb. These swings
in response can be quite
wide, varying by 5 to 6 dB,
and the result from a subjec-
tive perspective is two-fold.
First, you end up with a dif-
fuse, unfocused image—
which is exactly what you
don’t want in an imaging-spe-
cific environment. Second, you
end up with gross frequency
response aberrations, which
color the tonal response of the
soundtrack in fairly unpre-
dictable fashions, depending
on the loudspeakers in use,
distances from the material,
etc. An additional downside of
comb-filtering is that equaliza-
tion cannot correct for the
effect because of its lack of
predictability.

Another side effect of some
acoustically transparent

screens is the rolling off of the top octaves
of a loudspeaker’s response. Here, the
response degradation can be as dramatic
as 4 to 6 dB in the last octave (10 to 20
kHz), but this aberration is correctable with
external equalization specific to the particu-
lar screen. The downside is that you must
always include this equalization if you want
to hit a targeted flat response curve.

Screen Research has utilized a unique
(and patented) method of weaving their
screens with a distinct bias (otherwise
known as an angle), which prevents both
comb-filtering and minimizes high-frequen-
cy degradation. In addition to biasing of the
holes in the fabric, up close examination of
the fabric reveals that the individual holes
are of multiple sizes. This allows for a more
uniform dispersion of audio frequencies,
minimizing high-frequency response roll-off
and tested results bear out this performance.

One thing that caught me off guard with
my very early screen (I had one of the first
electrically retractable screens in the U.S.)
is that light flows through the holes quite
readily. Of course it should be of no sur-
prise, really, as the wavelength of light is
miniscule when compared to the size of the
gaps in the weave. If I go behind my
screen, a very dim image is viewable on my
back wall. Newer screens have the option
of an acoustically transparent black back-
ing, which cuts the light bleed to almost nil
and has an even lower acoustic signature
than the ClearPix 2 fabric.

Watching The Picture

In my current theatre, I use an 80-inch
wide 16:9 (1.78:1) screen, which is about

perfect for the size of the room it is mounted
in. I don’t have an insane desire to have the
largest screen in the neighborhood—I am
concerned with proper scale and subtend-
ed viewing angle versus seated distance.
An 80-inch-wide screen at my viewing dis-
tance of 10 feet is on the upper end of the
correct size for viewing.

One of the great concerns with any unity
or near unity gain screen (1.0ish) is that you
have to pay strict attention to your bright-
ness levels. During the time I’ve had the
ClearPix2 screen in use in my primary sys-
tem, I have not had any issues with per-
ceived brightness. In fact, to meet the lower
end of SMPTE standards, I only need about
315 lumens out of my projector. I’ve had two
projectors—the Studio Experience 2HD and
Premiere 50HD—and both handily exceed-
ed this level. It is also important to note that
if the specifications for the new 1080p DLP
projectors hold true, then 1-chip DLP pro-
jectors are going to make a great leap for-
ward in brightness. The key point here is to
watch your brightness levels in conjunction
with the screen size to see what you’re
going to have. Don’t just use the quoted
lumens though, you have to account for
lamp aging and calibration in those figures.
Taking 50 percent of specified lumens is a
good starting point for the end of lamp life.
At no time with either of these projectors
was I ever less than satisfied with the
brightness of the image, but I also am view-
ing on the small side, which gives me an
inherent advantage in terms of lack of sur-
face area to illuminate. In addition, I found
that even on close examination of the
screen there were no visible color differen-
tials from corner to corner, top to bottom,
side to side. In short, there was a highly uni-
form image presented on the ClearPix2
material. When viewing off-axis, because of
the near unity gain, there was no percepti-
ble change in viewing brightness. One
downside (not present in my room) is that it
will not reject ambient light. As such, it is
not an appropriate screen for use in rooms
with any significant amount of ambient light.

Audio Performance

I have held several home theatre meets
at my home since the ClearPix2 screen has
been installed into my system. One of my
favorite demonstrations is to raise the
screen while playing a track from James
Taylor’s Hourglass, which features a hard-
panned center channel lead vocal. This
shows the almost non-existent signature of
the ClearPix2 on something that we are
quite familiar with, a singing voice. I vacil-
late between screen-up and screen-down
when listening to music as I find that the

In Widescreen Review’s projector
reviews, you’ve probably seen us refer-
ence SMPTE cinema brightness standards
of 12 to 16 foot-Lamberts (fL) as a target
once a projector has been calibrated. How
do we come up with that? We usually see
the lumens and the foot-Lamberts, but
there are a few details missing. It’s impor-
tant to know whether a projector will work,
given your screen’s size and gain for your
target brightness level. For those who don’t
want to deal with math, skip to the next
section.

Calculating foot-Lamberts is basic alge-
bra, so welcome back to those “glory
days.” We can solve this one of two
ways—if we know our target fL, we can
determine what the required lumens are,
and if we know the projector’s lumens, we
can calculate the fL. Everybody fasten
your seat belts, here comes the math!

First off, the screen’s surface area has
to be converted to square feet, because
we’re dealing with foot-Lamberts. To calcu-
late your screen’s surface area, multiply
the length times the width, in inches, and
divide by 144 (number of square inches in
a square-foot). Not too difficult so far, but
that’s just the beginning.

If you’re trying to figure out how many
lumens your projector would need for a
given screen size, the formula required is:
(required lumens) = [(target fL) x (screen
area)] / (screen gain). So let’s plug in a few
test numbers—for a 120-inch wide, 2.35:1
screen in a constant height environment
(rounding to 1 decimal place), our screen
is 120 inches wide by 51.1 inches tall. Our
screen area works out to 42.6 square feet.
Let’s throw a curve in and make the gain
slightly negative at 0.95. Plugging in the
numbers with a target of 12 fL, we have
required lumens = (12 x 42.6) / 0.95. This
means we need 538 lumens to hit 12 fL.
Pushing the high end of 16 fL works out to
717.5 lumens needed to hit that target
brightness.

Now, what if we know our lumens, and
we want to know the equivalent fL? It’s a
similar formula: fL = [(lumens) x (gain)] /
(area). We’re going to use the same 120-
inch, 2.35:1 screen for the calculations.
Let’s assume that our projector has 450
ANSI lumens while the screen has a 1.3
gain. The numbers plug into this one so
that fL = (450 x 1.3) / 42.6. The end result
is 13.7 foot-Lamberts, which is well within
the SMPTE brightness guidelines.

Blinded By The Light: Screen Gain, Lumens,
Foot-Lamberts, And Area
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